A is for All Aboard! Paula Kluth & Victoria Kluth (2010)
Grades K and up. Fun facts, vibrant art, and in-the-know slang about trains. (32 pages)

Grades K and up. This book was written to educate families, children and professionals and make them aware of the skills, strengths and capacities of persons with autism.

The Able Individual Video Learning Series. (DVD) (2005) (25 minutes)
Cover a variety of essential topics with the ultimate goal of providing children with special needs the foundation of skills to function more independently in everyday life.
Vol 1 – Hygiene
Vol 2 – Dressing
Vol 3 – Chores
Vol 4 – “What” & “Where” Questions
Vol 5 – “Who” & “Which” Questions
Vol 6 – “Whose” & “How Many” Questions

Ages 2-8. Video modeling of how to take turns, brush teeth, answer yes & no, tell about me & my body, learn about senses and rooms in my house.

Ages 4-8. The world is becoming more diverse, and so are the daily lives of our children. Accepting and valuing people and groups who are different from oneself and one's immediate family is a critical social skill. This book introduces diversity and related concepts: respecting differences, being inclusive, and appreciating people just the way they are. (40 pages)

Acquired Brain Injury: Teens Talking to Teens. (DVD)
Teens. Brain injury DVD interviews three adolescents and young adults who discuss the effects of their brain injuries on school, friends, education, college, and work.

The ADDed Touch: Spend the Day with Matthew, A First Grader with ADHD. Robin Watson (1998)
Grades K-3. Explains ADD to young children. Tells the story of a first grader who is struggling in school. (22 pages)

ADHD Explained to Kids. Chris de Feyter (2013)
Ages 6 and up. Helps your child understand what ADHD is by looking at the symptoms instead of the biology.

Teens. Collection of frank personal stories of failure and success, hilarious anecdotes, wild ideas, and point-blank advice that will resonate with teens and young adults.

Teens. Enables teens to assess how they feel and determine what to do to return to enjoying a rich, full life like every young person deserves. (170 pages)

After the Storm: A Healing Book and Workbook for Children and Adults Whose Lives Have Been Affected by Severe Weather
All ages. Workbook.

**All About Asthma. William and Vivian Ostrow (1989)**
Ages 4-10. Using his own experiences as illustrations, a young boy gives a clear and thorough picture of living with asthma (40 pages)

**All About My Brother – An Eight Year Old Sister’s Introduction to Her Brother Who Has Autism. Sarah Peralta**
Ages 4 and up. In this picture book, eight-year-old Sarah Peralta demystifies autism by giving us insights into the world of her younger brother, who is nonverbal. Through her simple depictions of Evan’s everyday behavior, Sarah encourages others to approach autism without fear or pity. (27 pages)

**All Cats Have Asperger Syndrome. Kathy Hoopman (2006)**
Ages 8-12. Combines humor with understanding to reflect the difficulties and joys of raising a child with Asperger Syndrome and celebrates what it means to be considered 'different'. (65 pages)

**All the Colors of the Earth. Sheila Hamanka (1994)**
Grades Pre-K-2. Celebrate the colors of children and the colors of love – not black or white or red but roaring brown, whispering gold, tinkling pink and more. (29 pages)

**All Dogs Have ADHD. Kathy Hoopman (2009)**
Ages 4-8. Combines humor with understanding to reflect the difficulties and joys of raising a child with ADHD and celebrates what it means to be considered 'different.' (64 pages)

**All Kinds of Friends, Even Green! Ellen Senisi (2002)**
Grades K-4. When his teacher gives an assignment to write about a friend, seven-year-old Moses considers classmates, neighbors, parents, and teachers before finally deciding on Zak, his teenage neighbor's iguana, because she is different yet determined, like him. (14 pages)

Ages 8 and up. This is a story about differences. It’s about trying to understand and accept people’s different ways of being. It’s a story about finding the buried treasure – looking beyond the challenge and finding the good that is always there. (44 pages)

Grades 4-7. Comic book about navigating the promises and pitfalls of popularity. (192 pages)

**Andy and His Yellow Frisbee. Mary Thompson (1996)**
Grades K-5. Story of a boy with autism who has a special talent for spinning things. Views autism through the eyes of children and parallels the behaviors and feelings of children with autism with their classmates and siblings. (24 pages)

Ages 9-12. Andy, who is five and has cerebral palsy, has difficulty opening his mouth at mealtime, until his frustration leads to a discovery (16 pages)

**Anger Mountain. Bryna Hebert (2005)**
Ages 8 and up. Anger Mountain will help children better understand anger and deal more effectively with it. (20 pages)

Teens. Shows how to deal with the day-to-day challenges of anxiety and help develop a positive self-image and recognize anxious thoughts. The workbook also includes resources for seeking additional help and support if you decide you need it. (178 pages)
Ages 5-9. Armond doesn’t want to go to Felicia’s birthday party. Parties are noisy, disorganized, and smelly—all things that are hard for a kid with Asperger’s. Worst of all is socializing with other kids. But with the support of Felicia and her mom, good friends who know how to help him, he not only gets through the party, but also has fun. When his mom picks him up, Armond admits the party was not easy, but he feels good that he faced the challenge—and that he’s a good friend.

Grades K-5. Introduces elementary students to basic sensory tools used to help children focus in classroom settings, such as fidgets, chewy pencil toppers and weighted vests. (45 pages)

Arnie and the New Kid. Nancy Carlson (1990)
Grades K-3. When an accident requires Arnie to use crutches, he begins to understand the limits and possibilities of his new classmate, who has a wheelchair (14 pages)

Ages 4-12. Children learn about what makes them angry, and how angry behavior can get them into trouble. The book focuses on healthy ways to handle anger. (44 pages)

Grades 3-7. Designed to help children on the autism spectrum develop insight into what can upset them and make them feel bad and then increase their awareness of how to make themselves feel good again.

Young Adult. Recalling her school years with humor and insight, Jessica takes the reader right inside what it feels like to have Asperger Syndrome. (220 pages)

Adolescent. Follows three articulate young people as they navigate the waters of daily life and journey towards self-understanding and self-advocacy.

Asperger's Huh? Rosina Schnurr (1999)
Ages 6-12 who have Asperger's Syndrome (52 pages)

Upper Elementary and up. The author of “Diagnosing Jefferson”, Ledgin has identified twelve more people from history and recent times, figures who are well-known and respected for their achievements, despite evidence of traits that scientists now identify with Asperger’s Syndrome. (208 pages)

Asperger’s — What Does It Mean to Me? Catherine Faherty (2000)
This book offers the individual and his or her caregivers an opportunity to better understand his/her world! Written by a leading therapist, alternate chapters educate the caregiver, then the individual answers questions about his/her views, fears and hopes. (301 pages)

Grades 5-8. Designed for young people grades 5 through 8 for use with guidance from a helping adult. Written to be understood by these particular adolescents, "An Owner’s Manual" describes what Asperger Syndrome is and how it can affect daily life. (60 pages)

Designed for older adolescents (16+) for use with guidance from a helping adult. "An Owner’s Manual" describes what Asperger Syndrome is and how it can affect daily life and employment. (124 pages).

Asperger Syndrome, the Universe and Everything. Kenneth Hall (2001)
Grades 3 and up. Written by a 10 year old boy with Asperger Syndrome. Shares his insights, struggles and joys in a frank and humorous way. (109 pages)

Teens. Dealing with the everyday realities facing teens with Asperger Syndrome, this book presents a toolkit of tried-and-trusted ideas to help them work through difficulties and find the solutions that work best for them.

Adolescents. Social skills book with respectful, funny insights written "for Aspies by an Aspie." Includes illustrations, logic and practice sessions.

*Attention Girls! A Guide to Learn All About Your AD/HD. Patricia O. Quinn (2009)*
Ages 9-12. Meet girls with ADHD and learn ways to take charge of your life. (119 pages)

Ages 6-13. This book is much more than a book that teaches children about autism. It uses informative narrative and engaging activities to help them develop understanding, compassion, and appreciation for people different from themselves. (61 pages)

*Autism: Being Friends (DVD)*
Awareness video for children.

*Autism, the Invisible Cord: A Sibling’s Diary. Barbara Cain (2013)*
Teens. Follows 14-year-old Jenny as she describes her day-to-day life with her younger autistic brother, Ezra. Ezra can be both her best friend as well as her biggest obstacle to living a normal life. 112 pages.

Grades 2 and up. In these moving essays, Christian and many other kids tell what it's like to live with siblings who have autism.

Ages 8-11. Developed to foster the social inclusion of children with Autism in general education.

Ages 8-11. Developed to foster the social inclusion of children with HFA or Asperger Syndrome in general education.

Ages 12-15. Developed to foster the social inclusion of teens with Autism in general education.

Ages 12-15. Developed to foster the social inclusion of teens with HFA or Asperger Syndrome in general education.

Ages 4 and up. Tells children with autism they are KIDS with autism, as it gently pokes fun of the onerous label "autistic".
Babies are Noisy: A Book for Big Brothers and Sisters Including Those on the Autism Spectrum. Anne-Marie Harrison. (2014)
Ages 3 & Up. This illustrated children's book is ideal for preparing young children on and off the autism spectrum for the arrival of a new brother or sister.

A Bad Case of Tattle Tongue. Julia Cook (2006)
Ages 5-10. This book teaches children the difference between tattling and telling. (32 pages)

Ages 4-8. When children are kind, courteous, and respectful, people enjoy being around them and reciprocate with the same behavior. This book helps kids understand the importance of showing politeness, speaking kindly, using basic courtesies (35 pages)

Because You Are My Friend. (DVD) (5 minutes)
Narrated by a child, this cartoon-like video provides young children with a simple and clear understanding about epilepsy.

Becca and Sue Make Two. Sandra Haines (1995)
Grades Pre K-2. Becca and Sue want to be in the school talent show together. With practice and cooperation they find that "together we're better." (32 pages)

Ages 9-12. Kids who are labeled BD (or ED, EBD, or SED) struggle every day—with their peers, teachers, parents, and themselves. It’s no fun to be labeled, and nobody wants to have behavior problems. This book can help them improve their behavior and their lives. (176 pages)

Ages 9 and up. Tips and Advice for taking on everyday challenges and for building up confidence and self-esteem. (112 pages)

Ages 5-8. A book for children everywhere to see that, beyond every disability, is a person just like them – a person who might just be their new best friend.

Ages 4-8. The endearing and realistic look at how a relationship evolves between a typically developing older sister and her younger brother with a developmental disability

Betty Stops the Bully. Lawrence E. Shapiro, PhD (2004)
Ages 8 and up. This book teaches children just what to do when confronted with a bully. The book also helps children who are bullies learn new social skills and encourages children who are bystanders to seek adult help. (44 pages)

All ages. Poems and pictures capture this very special relationship (189 pages)

Teens. The forty exercises in this book show teens how to overcome feelings of hopelessness and isolation that often go along with depression. Step-by-step they learn how to lift their mood, recognize the triggers of depression, and ask for help when they need it. (173 pages)

Big Brother Dustin. Alden R. Carter (1997)
Ages 4-8. A boy with Down Syndrome helps his parents and grandparents get ready for the birth of his baby sister and chooses the perfect name for her (13 pages)

The Big Orange Splot. D. Manus Pinkwater (1977)
Grades Pre-K-2. When a seagull drops a can of orange paint on his neat house, Mr. Plumbean gets an idea that affects his entire neighborhood (32 pages)

Grades 5 and up. Teaches children on the autism spectrum how to understand and focus on the "whole" of a social situation rather than the sum of its parts. Recommended to be read along with a parent. (196 pages)

**Blink, Blink, Clop, Clop: Why Do We Do the Things We Can't Stop? An OCD Storybook. E. Katia Moritz, Ph.D. & Jennifer Jablonsky (1998)**
Ages 5-12. This storybook was written to help young children with OCD. (61 pages)

**Blue Cheese Breath and Stinky Feet: How to Deal with Bullies. Catherine Depino (2004)**
Ages 6-12. Fictional consumer text tells a story about a young boy in school being bullied by a classmate. Offers advice and recommendations on how children can stand up to bullying without fighting. (48 pages)

Grades Pre-K-3. Cory has trouble concentrating. Margo is worried about her neighbor after he falls and hurts himself. She discovers Cory has ADD and only needs a little extra attention to help him stay on track. Margo's friendship helps Cory feel better about himself. (28 pages)

Grades 1-3. Rink's grandmother was raised by wolves, his Uncle Dud tames rattlesnakes, and Rink grows beautiful flowers all over his body when the moon is full. Townspeople just don't understand the Bowagons. But one day a new girl named Angelica arrives at Rink's school, and he soon discovers she has some unique qualities too. (32 pages)

**Brandon and the Bi-Polar Bear: A Story for Children with Bi-Polar Disorder. Tracy Anglada (2004)**
Ages 4 and up. Story about a young boy with bipolar disorder. Readers learn about his symptoms, fears, and treatment from a child's viewpoint. (20 pages)

**Brothers and Sisters. Laura Dwight (2005)**
Ages 4-8. The vignettes in this book are told in the first person by or about siblings who have a variety of disabilities. (40 pages)

**Buddy's Shadow. Shirley Becker (1991)**
Juvenile. Buddy, who is five, has Down Syndrome, and is in need of a friend all his own, saves his money and buys a puppy (15 pages)

**A Buffet of Sensory Interventions: Solutions for Middle and High School Students with Autism Spectrum Disorders. Susan Culp (2011)**
Teens. Teaches teens with autism spectrum disorders to take ownership of their sensory needs by self-advocating and self-regulating as they transition into adulthood. (150 pages)

School Age. Strategies for being a good friend, not just to kids with autism, but everyone.

**Bullies Are a Pain in the Brain. Trevor Romain (1997)**
Ages 8 and up. A serious yet humourous guide to dealing with bullies. (112 pages)

Ages 8 an up. Using humor, original music, and a fast paced storyline, this video offers kids practical, easy-to-implement solutions for dealing with their own bully problems.
Bully for You. (1991)
Grades 2-6. Whether you are a bully, follow a bully, or are bullied yourself, this book is for you. It tells you how to do it, why you do it, and how to deal with bullies (14 pages)

A Button In Her Ear. Ada Bassett Litchfield (1976)
Ages 5-9. Story about Angela, a school-age child who misinterprets what people say to her. Her hearing loss is described from the initial diagnosis, audiology testing and fitting of a hearing aid to final daily living and acceptance. (32 pages)

Ages 8 & Up. Teaches kids how to safely stand up against bullying, support kids who are targeted, and spread the word that bullying is not cool—it’s cruel. (128 pages)

School Age. Little Carla does not move as fast as the other children in school. Instead of helping her, they separate her from the games. Soon she is forced to stay in a cage built by the school to keep her safe from the running and playing in the playground. This only makes her feel more left out. If all of us are different, why keep Carla apart? Can her brother Alex make the others see that everyone is different in his own way? (48 pages)

Ages 7 and up. Ben invites readers to learn about ADHD from his perspective.

Ages 7-15. Meet Adam - a young boy with AS. Adam invites young readers to learn about AS from his perspective. (48 pages)

Ages 7 and up. Excellent way to start a discussion about dyslexia, in the classroom or at home. 56 pages.

Ages 7 and up. Shows family, friends and teachers how they can support someone with the condition and will be an excellent way to start a conversation about OCD, in the classroom or at home. 48 pages.

Ages 7 an dup. Illustrated book is full of useful information and will be an ideal introduction for young people, as well as parents, friends, teachers and speech therapists working with children who stammer. 44 pages.

Captain Tommy. Abby Ward (1999)
Ages 6 and up. Book for young children is the account of Tommy, who reluctantly agrees to play with someone new whom he perceives to be different: a boy who has autism. Story follows Tommy through his initial questions and finally to his success in making a new friend. (34 pages)

Ages 4-8. Anna stops speaking when she starts kindergarten until her parents and a therapist patiently help her overcome her anxiety (14 pages)

Chasing the High: A Firsthand Account of One Young Person's Experience with Substance Abuse. Kyle Keegan.
Teens. Discusses what is known about the neurobiology of addiction in young people, how to seek treatment, and how to get the most out of professional help.

School aged. Uses short verses to present the various reactions that the bad guy Meltdown can cause, followed by advice for how the Chameleon Kid can adapt his emotions and attitudes to prevent Meltdown from taking over. In the process, readers learn various methods of self-regulating their emotion.
Chrysanthemum. Kevin Henkes (1991)
Ages 4-8. Chrysanthemum loves her name, until she starts going to school and the other children make fun of it (14 pages)

Ages 8-13. Uses humor, fun cartoons, and kid-friendly language to explain what cliques are, why being phony is baloney, why true friends don’t exclude others online or in real life, what’s more important than popularity—and how to navigate it all.

Grades 3 and up. Cory has lots of stories to tell and lots of ways to get organized, pay attention, calm down, remember things, make friends, and feel good about himself and life with ADHD. (31 pages)

Cosmo Gets An Ear. Gary Clement (1994)
Ages 4-8. Little boy helps families or friends understand what it's like to wear a hearing aid. (46 pages)

Young Adult. Two young men with Down syndrome talk frankly about careers, friendships, school, sex, marriage, politics, and independence. (182 pages)

Ages 4-8. When Danny, who has cerebral palsy, is faced with another frustrating and boring day at the playground watching, instead of doing, something unexpected happens. He finds a new friend and learns something about himself. With his new friend beside him, he handles being afraid and enjoys a wonderful new experience (15 pages)

Ages 4 and up. Teaches children how to deal with anxiety. (48 pages)

Ages 9 and up. While enjoying a good story, kids learn how to reflect upon themselves as they observe others; how to read body language and social cues; how to deal with bullies and loudmouths. (295 pages)

Grades 2-6. Children’s book about learning and physical disabilities teaches empathy with those who are different from them and to recognize the value of all people. (30 pages)

Different Just Like Me. Lori Mitchell (1999)
Grades 1-6. Over the course of the week, April observes the many differences between herself and the people she encounters. (15 pages)

Ages 8-12. Introduces children to inspirational famous and historical figures that all excel in the own fields, but are united by the fact they often found it difficult to fit in. (46 pages)

Don’t Behave Like You Live in a Cave. Elizabeth Verdick. (2010)
Ages 8-13. Full-color cartoons and humorous, kid-friendly text teach kids how to make smarter choices about how they behave at home and at school so they stay out of trouble, feel good about themselves and their choices, and get along better with family, friends, and teachers.

Grades K and up. Young children can find out what a disability is, and how people deal with their disabilities to live happy and full lives. (29 pages)
Don’t Laugh At Me. Steve Seskin & Allen Shamblin (2002)
Grades K-3. For anyone who’s been bullied – or even been a bully themselves – it’s time to change your tune. Includes a CD. (21 pages)

Ages 9-12. Explores the causes and effects of stress and offers practical approaches and techniques for dealing with stress in daily life (41 pages)

Ages 9-12. Explains the causes of anger and offers methods that can help children reduce the amount of anger they feel. He also gives effective techniques to help young people control their behavior, even when they are angry. (61 pages)

Ages 4-8. Helps kids learn when telling is appropriate and when it is merely squealing. (13 pages)

Ages 4-8. Learning to cope with ambivalence is one of the greatest challenges in a child's emotional development. A series of familiar situations illustrate the common yet uncomfortable experience of having two contrasting feelings at the same time. The first day of school brings both pride and fear; the arrival of a new brother or sister can trigger both joy and sadness. (32 pages)

Ages 8-13. Full-color cartoons and kid-friendly text teach the basics of polite behavior in all kinds of situations—at home, at school, in the bathroom, on the phone, at the mall, and more.

Ages 6-10. Like a river overflowing its banks, Ben wreaks havoc until he learns to recognize and control his Attention Deficit Disorder. (30 pages)

The Early Prevention Storybook Series. (2001)
Grades Pre K- 4. In each book in this series, an animal loses the very thing he or she is known for and then regains it with the help of some simple, but sound, advice.

The Lion Who Lost His Roar (fear) (53 pages)
The Hyena Who Lost Her Laugh (attitude) (53 pages)
The Penguin Who Lost Her Cool (anger) (59 pages)
The Bear Who Lost His Sleep (worry) (53 pages)
The Rabbit Who Lost His Hop (self-control) (55 pages)
The Chimp Who Lost Her Chatter (shyness) (55 pages)

Eddie Enough! Debbie Zimmett (2001)
Grades K-4. Meet Eddie Minetti, human whirlwind and third-grader. He thinks, moves, and speaks quickly and it often gets him into trouble. One day at school, Eddie arrives late on account of forgetting his lunch, misses part of his spelling test, is accused of cheating, knocks over things, and loses the classroom's pet rat...and that's only part of the morning! His exasperated teacher, Mrs. Pinck, says, “I've had enough, Eddie, enough!” That's all it takes, and soon the entire class is taunting Eddie with his new nickname, Eddie Enough. Eddie feels pretty awful, but the day isn't over yet. More out-of-control behavior lands him in the principal's office. Mr. Thomas recognizes Eddie for what he is: a good kid who can't help being "too much." With medication and support from doctors, his parents, and his teacher, Eddie is happier as he begins to slow down and manage his behavior. In fact, he's no longer Eddie Enough, he's Eddie Just Right! (42 pages)

Ages 2 and up. A Collection of nearly 40 fingerplays and action rhymes (64 pages)
Teens. Discusses the potential causes of suicide in adolescents, how to seek psychiatric treatment, and how to get the most out of professional help.

80HD: A Child’s Perspective on ADHD. Dr. Trish Wood (2008)
Ages 4 and up. Summarizes the thoughts and experiences of a child with ADHD, written from the perspective of a child. (28 pages)

Grades K-5. Dysgraphia is often misunderstood by parents, teachers, and students. This book is designed to present a student's view of the struggles and frustrations, while also presenting hope and specific strategies and compensations. (83 pages)

Grades K-5. Elvin has a tree branch fall on his head. He can’t count his figs anymore, gets mixed up at school and doesn’t get along with his friends anymore. A visit to the neuropsychologist helps him understand that he’s not a bad little elephant... he has a brain injury. (16 pages)

Grades K-5. Creates a forum for children who sustain a brain injury to enhance their understanding of the emotional and cognitive changes that they may experience.

Ages 7-11. As well as the perspective of the child being bullied, this guide portrays the view of bystanders and the bully, emphasising the difference everyone can make in a bullying situation.

Ages 4-8. Born in Ghana, West Africa, with one deformed leg, he was dismissed by most people—but not by his mother, who taught him to reach for his dreams. As a boy, Emmanuel hopped to school more than two miles each way, learned to play soccer, left home at age thirteen to provide for his family, and, eventually, became a cyclist. He rode an astonishing four hundred miles across Ghana in 2001, spreading his powerful message: disability is not inability.

Ages 4-8. Big sister Phoebe offers a glimpse into her world and that of her little brother Ethan who has autism.

Grades K and up. Heartwarming narrative of a young girl’s love for her twin brother with autism. (32 pages)

Ages 4-8. A young girl who has had diabetes since she was two years old describes her adjustments to the disease (13 pages)

Everybody is Different – A Book for Young People Who have Brothers or Sisters with Autism. Fiona Bleach. (2002)
Ages 9-12. Designed to give answers to the many questions of brothers and sisters of young people on the autistic spectrum. As well as explaining the characteristics of autism, it is full of helpful suggestions for making family life more comfortable for everyone concerned. (77 pages)

Everybody has Something Slightly Askew. Sally Huss (2018)
Funny rhyming children’s picture book about kids and their differences.
Ages 9-12. Eddie is an angry child who encounters trouble wherever he goes. Helps children develop solutions to their anger issues. (92 pages)

Grades K & Up. Friendly picture book explains in simple terms how to tell the difference between acceptable and inappropriate touch, helping children with special needs stay safe. (64 pages)

Grades K-5. Using laughter, great music and hair-raising chills, this episode offers practical advice on overcoming fears.

Feeling Left Out. Kate Petty and Charlotte Firmin (1991)
Grades Pre-K -2. New to the neighborhood, Chris feels left out of various games and social events (10 pages)

Elementary. Uses humor and compassion to show children how to help others—and themselves—feel better when dealing with challenging emotions.

Elementary. Uses humor and compassion to show children how to help others—and themselves—feel better when dealing with challenging emotions.

Ages 11 and up. Discusses the pressures and problems encountered by teenagers and provides information on life skills, stress management and methods of gaining more control over their lives. (144 pages)

Fitting In and Having Fun: Social Skills Training Video Series - Vol. 1 (DVD)
Provides information that can help children connect their own behavior to the responses they are receiving from their peers through "What They're Thinking" insight windows.

Fitting In and Having Fun: Social Skills Training Video Series - Vol. 2 - Moving on to Middle School (DVD)
Gives tips and advice on how students can handle the many new and complex situations that commonly arise in middle school.

Fitting In and Having Fun: Social Skills Video Modeling Series - Vol. 3 - Confident and in Control (DVD)
Provides information that can help children connect their own behavior to the responses they are receiving from their peers through "What They're Thinking" insight windows.

Fitting In and Having Fun: High School Life - Vol. 4 (DVD)
This video modeling DVD follows a teen named Jon as he learns to navigate high school by becoming more aware of the unspoken rules his teachers and peers expect him to know.

Young Adult. Takes a narrower look at challenging behavior with a particular focus on behaviors that can spell trouble for adolescents and young adults who have difficulty understanding and maintaining social boundaries. (47 pages)

Ages 4-8. Shows that given the opportunity, children readily accept each other's differences. Emphasizes in a relaxed, natural way that even though some children may look different and have different abilities, all children like to do the same things (29 pages)

Ages 9-12. Kids today have a lot to keep track of and keep organized. Schoolwork, friends, activities, chores rooms, backpacks, lockers, desks and what about fun? Includes help for kids who want to manage their tasks, their time, and their stuff without going overboard or being totally obsessed. (105 pages)

Ages 4-8. Sometimes it’s heard to tell someone that you are sad or happy, lonely or glad. This book enables children and adults to discuss feelings. (8 pages)

Ages 9-12. Children meet Mathias, a six year old with cerebral palsy and learn that disability should not cause separation, embarrassment and fear. (48 pages)

Grades 3-6. Answers many questions that children have about death (48 pages)

Ages 8-12. Tale of five family members and their naughty dog (each with a different sensory processing challenge) and how they get in sync after a tough day (89 pages)

Grade 2-5. A photo-essay about the training of a guide dog.

Preschool. This title offers youngsters an alternative to hitting and other forms of hurtful behavior, guiding them to a more peaceful and positive outcome in their dealings with other children. (24 pages)

**The Handstand. Barry Rudner (1990)**
Grades 1-3. The Littlest Tall Fellow along with a friend learns that everyone is an equal (26 pages)

Ages 4-7. A young boy describes the experiences of his brother with a developmental disability at school and at home (40 pages)

**Heartprints. P.K. Hallinan (1999)**
Grades K-6. It is easy to leave a heartprint. Just do something kind for someone else. It doesn’t have to be a big thing; a smile or a hug will leave a heartprint, too! (10 pages)

**Help4DD @High School. Kathleen Nadeau PhD (1998)**
Teenagers. Short, easy-to-read information-packed sections. Includes tips on studying, ways the high school can help you succeed, tips on getting along better at home, on dating, exercise and more. (119 pages)

School Age. An art therapy and activity book for children coping with death. (32 pages)

**Here Comes Kate! Judy Carlson (1989)**
Grades K-3. A girl in a wheelchair learns when to go fast and when to slow down (30 pages)

**Here's What I Mean to Say. Sarah Yates (1997)**
Early elementary. Third book in a series about a girl growing up with a cerebral palsy (23 pages)

Grades 1-6. A ten year old boy wrote and illustrated this book because he wants everyone to know he and other children with Tourette’s Syndrome are just like them. (35 pages)

**How Can I Be A Good Friend to Someone With Autism / Choosing to Be A GFF (Good Friend Forever). (DVD) (2 films, 16 minutes each)**
Grades K-5 & 6-8. Two films that promote autism awareness and acceptance by showing students what it is like for their peers with autism and how they can interact with them.

**How It Feels to Live With a Physical Disability. Jill Krementz (1992)**
Ages 8-16. Children with physical disabilities share their stories and speak about their lives, accomplishments and disappointments (176 pages)

School aged. Katie has significant physical disabilities which make her dependent on a Personal Care Assistant for everything, even communicating. When Katie is introduced to assistive technology, she is finally able to communicate with her new friends. As a result, the students are delighted to see her as a person with many interests and abilities, just like them. (40 pages)

Teens. This etiquette book keeps you laughing as you learn the basics of polite behavior in all kinds or situations. (472 pages)

Ages 5-10. Dinosaur characters illustrate the value of friends, how to make friends, and how to be and not to be a good friend (31 pages)

**How to be Human: Diary of an Autistic Girl. Florida Frenz (2013)**
Ages 7-12. With powerful words and pictures Florida Frenz chronicles her journey figuring out how to read facial expressions, how to make friends, how to juggle all the social cues that make school feel like a complicated maze. 40 pages

**How to Do Homework Without Throwing Up. Trevor Romain (1997)**
Grade 3-6. Contrary to what children believe, homework is not meant to make them miserable. It is a serious business, however, and one of the great things about it is that “you get to do it at home.” (67 pages)

**How to Handle Bullies, Teasers and Other Meanies. Kate Cohen-Posey (1995)**
Grades 4-7. Every young person will need this book at some time in his or her life! Covers annoying name calling, vicious prejudice, explosive anger, dangerous situations, and causes of difficult behavior. (91 pages)

**How to Lose All Your Friends. Nancy Carlson. (1994)**
Pre-School. Light-hearted look at bratty behavior that will have children laughing in recognition while learning exactly how not to behave.

**How to Take the GRRRR Out of Anger. Elizabeth Verdick and Marjorie Lisovskis (2003)**
Ages 9-12. Anger is a part of life. We can’t avoid it, we shouldn’t stuff it, and we can’t make it go away. Kids need help learning how to manage their anger. This book speaks directly to kids and offers strategies they can start using immediately. (128 pages)

**How to Talk to an Autistic Kid. Daniel Stefanski (2011)**
Grades 4 and up. Written by a 14 year old boy with autism to help people understand autism and the people who have it. (48 pages)

**Howie Helps Himself. Joan Fassler (1975)**
Ages 4-8. Though he enjoys life with his family and attends school, Howie, a child with cerebral palsy, wants more than anything else to be able to move his wheelchair by himself (14 pages)

Ages 4-8. In this full-color, illustrated storybook, Hunter teaches students how he learned to use his very special remote control to become more successful.
Ages 4-8. Discover the unique characteristics and abilities of children with Asperger Syndrome and high-functioning autism – from A to Z. This book, laid out in an A-to-Z format, celebrates the extraordinary gifts and unique perspectives that ASD children possess. (56 pages)

I Can't Always Hear You. Joy Zelonsky 1996
Grades K and up. Story of Kim, a student who is nervous about attending her public school, but realizes there are differences in everyone. (30 pages)


I Can't Sit Still: Living with ADHD. Pam Pollack & Meg Belviso (2009)
Grades Pre K and Up. Story about Lucas, a boy with ADHD, and how life with ADHD can be easier if you take the right approach. (35 pages)

I Don't Know Why, I Guess I'm Shy. Barbara Cain (2000)
Ages 4 and up. Sammy Samson is shy, too shy to speak to kind Mr. Miller, who used to be his bird-watching buddy, or to friendly Mr. Daniels, the ice cream man. But one day, when Sammy’s beloved dog Sparky gets lost, Sammy forgets about his shyness and can think only of finding his missing pup. Soon enough, he is talking to everyone (29 pages)

I Don't Want to Go to the Toilet. Nina Ollikainen (2011)
Pre-school age. Two stores for preschoolers - one on peeing and one on pooping - and a guidance section for parents. 45 pages.

Ages 3-8. Betsy learns of the sudden death of her friend Peter, and her parents help her cope with the news. Betsy wonders, “Will I die too?” Did I somehow cause his death? Will the funeral be scary? Will Peter be cold and lonely after he’s buried? Later, Betsy is able to create a special tribute to Peter and is comforted by the knowledge that Peter will not be forgotten (13 pages)

Ages 4-8. Uses cheerful brightly illustrated stories to help kids understand how their emotions and actions are related—and how they can learn to manage both.

Grades Pre-K – 3. “I Have Autism” is a children’s book to help parents and teachers explain autism to a young child.

Book helps children and young people with autism to discover how their autism affects them.

Ages 5-11. Uses straightforward text and images to walk children through what it means when someone dies, as well as ways they might want to react or to think about the person. 39 pages.

Ages 5-11. Using a question and answer format, it explores the changes and feelings a child may experience during a divorce, and provides ideas to help cope with this life change.39 pages.

I Just Don’t Like the Sound of No: My story about accepting "No" for an answers and disagreeing the right way. Julia Cook. (2012)
Grades K-6. Helps readers laugh and learn along with RJ as he understands the benefits of demonstrating these social skills both at home and in school. (32 pages)
Ages 5-12. Follow RJ as he learns he can save himself a lot of grief if he stays on task and does things the right way!

I Like Me. Nancy Carlson (1990)  
Grades Pre-K-3. By admiring her finer points and showing that she can take care of herself and have fun even when there's no one else around, a charming pig proves the best friend you can have is yourself (32 pages)

I Like Your Buttons! Sarah Marwil Lamstein (1999)  
Ages 4-8. One day, Cassandra’s teacher wears a blouse with glittery buttons. I like your buttons, Ms. Sutton-Jones, Cassandra says. So begins a chain of good feelings that spreads through the school, out into the playground, and around the neighborhood until it ends with the happiest surprises (29 pages)

Ages 3-5. Book for young siblings and as a guide for helping preschool and kindergarten-aged students better understand their peers with autism. (24 pages)

Ages 4 & Up. Written from a kid’s perspective, this book uses kid-friendly language and illustrations to help parents and concerned adults give kids guidance they can understand, practice and use.

Ages 9-12. Compelling book for the adolescent with ADHD provides straightforward information about ADHD and explores its impact on family relationships, self-esteem and friendships. The use of humor and candor help educate and encourage teenagers who, too often, find themselves confused and frustrated. (34 pages)

I’m the Big Sister Now. Michelle Emmert (1989)  
Ages 7-11. 9-year-old Michelle describes the joys, loving times, difficulties, and other special situations involved in living with her older sister Amy, who has cerebral palsy (26 pages)

I'm Deaf and It's OK. Loarraine Aseltine, et al (1986)  
Ages 4-8. A young boy describes the frustrations caused by his deafness and the encouragement he receives from a teenager who is also deaf that he can lead an active life. (40 pages)

I’m Like You, You’re Like Me: A Child’s Book About Understanding and Celebrating Each Other. Cindy Gainer  
Ages 3-8. Simple words and illustrations help children discover and celebrate individual differences on their level: hair, families, body shapes, etc. (41 pages)

I’m Somebody Too. Jeanne Gehret (1992)  
Ages 9 and up. Full-length novel has its roots in the recovery movement and shows how ADD affects the entire family. Explains ADD in depth and explains methods to handle the feelings that often result from having a family member with ADD. (159 pages)

Grades K and up. Story focuses on the relationship between Ian, a child with autism, and his siblings. While on a walk one day, Ian wanders away and his siblings locate him by recalling his favorite activities and sights. (28 pages)

Imagine Me On a Sit-Ski! George Moran (1995)  
Ages 7 and up. A child who has cerebral palsy and uses a wheelchair describes learning to ski with adaptive equipment. (30 pages)

Ages 11-15. Readers join Nick, a 13 year old boy with severe Autism, during his transition from elementary to middle school, they share his challenges and celebrate his successes both at home and at school.

Preschool- Grade 5. A simple, heartfelt story that follows the life of a child with autism through his imaginative journey as he seeks to be accepted, loved, and celebrated for his strengths and abilities. 29 pages

Elementary Age. Introduction to the world of Aspies, told from their own perspective, for the people in their lives: including family, friends, and classmates. 72 pages.

Ages 4-8. Go along with one nervous little boy, as he faces a day he DREADS – Haircut Day! This story fosters communication, tolerance and understanding between parent and child. (36 pages)

**It's Hard to Be A Verb! Julia Cook. (2008)**
Ages 9 and up. Louis has a lot of trouble focusing and he is always doing something, but the problem is usually it s the wrong something. Louis mom teaches him how to focus by showing him a few hands on ideas that anyone can try. (32 pages)

**It's OK to Be Different. Todd Paar. (2001)**
Ages 4-8. Shows readers over and over that just about anything goes. From the sensitive (“It's okay to be adopted”--the accompanying illustration shows a kangaroo with a puppy in her pouch) to the downright silly (“It's okay to eat macaroni and cheese in the bathtub”), kids of every shape, size, color, family makeup, and background will feel included. (32 pages)

**It's Potty Time! PBS Kids (DVD) (2017) (60 minutes)**
Tackle potty training with some of your favorite PBS KIDS friends.

Grades 2-6. His classmates have identified him as a friend of Jackson, who has Asperger Syndrome, and now Tyler is tormented by what that means in terms of his own personality.

**Jake's the Name, Sixth Grade's the Game. Deb Piper (1996)**
Grades 5-7. Jake explains in a humorous monologue the trials of being a 6th grader and the unique situations he experiences because of his deafness. (62 pages)

**Jarvis Clutch- Social Spy. Mel Levine (2001)**
Ages 9-12. Learn about social cognition as Jarvis spies on himself and the students at his middle school. (198 pages)

**Jay and Ben. Lulu Delacre & Katherine Swanson (2010)**
Young Children. Uses clear visual representation of text, sequenced panel of pictures and Board Maker picture symbols to enable children to gain understanding of the story plot and recognize printed words. Designed to help caregivers teach children about language, reading, story comprehension, functional skills and basic concepts.

**Joey Pigza Swallowed the Key. Jack Gantos (1998)**
Grades 3 - 8. To the constant disappointment of his mother and his teachers, Joey has trouble paying attention or controlling his mood swings when his prescription meds wear off and he starts getting worked up and wired again (153 pages)

Ages 4-8. It’s fun to make friends and play with others, but it’s not always easy to do. You have to make an effort, and you have to know the rules—like ask before joining in, take turns, play fair, and be a good sport. (35 pages)

Grade 3 and up. Story about a boy with a learning disability. (100 pages)
Ages 5 and up. A younger brother describes all the fun he has with the big sister he loves so much—just because, in this heartwarming picture book about being perfectly loved, no matter what.

Ages 3-8. An introduction to self-esteem. (32 pages)

Just Like You: Down Syndrome (DVD) (13 minutes)
Grades 3 and up. Explores the life, hopes, challenges and dreams of three teenagers living with Down Syndrome.

Keith Edward’s Different Day: Different Is Just Different! (1992)
Grades K and up. Helps young children to consider differences in a positive light. (27 pages)

Kibbles Rockin' Clubhouse: Expressing Yourself - vol 1 (DVD) (40 minutes)
Preschool. Learn social skills through creative visuals, peer modeling and fun songs.

Grades 2-6. CD based on the Web site PACERKidsAgainstBullying.org, which educates students about bullying prevention and provide methods to respond to bullying situations.

Kids Corner: Kid-To-Kid Book Series:
Grades K-2. These books are written from a kid's point of view, in a kid's voice, and with a kid's sense of humor. (Each book is 31 pages)
Excuse Me: Being Polite.
I Don’t Care: Showing Respect
I Feel Angry
I Feel Bored
I Feel Bullied
I Feel Happy
I Feel Frightened
I Feel Jealous
I Feel Lonely
I Feel Sad
I Feel Shy
I Feel Worried
I'll Do It! Being Responsibility
Why Wash

Grades Pre-K -3. Sissy feels lonely and blue until her Uncle Dan cheers her up by explaining that everything, even corn, needs special attention every now and then (29 pages)

Know the Code at School: Social Standards at School Program. (DVD) (2003) (6 segments, 83 minutes)
Elementary. Social skill training program presents social skills in a lively, story-based format.

The Last Bedtime Story That We Read Each Night. Carol Gray. (2012)
Ages 3-8. Every child begs for "one more story" before bed. By clearly and warmly stating that this is The Last Bedtime Story, they know there are no more stories to be begged for.(32 pages)

Elementary. Helps children understand what it means to have a Learning Disability. (230 pages)

Elementary. If your child has been diagnosed with ADHD, this is the book you’ve been looking for to answer the question “What do I tell my child?” Helps your child to identify problems and explains how parents, doctor and teacher can help. (52 pages)
Ages 4-8. Lee is diagnosed as having epilepsy, but the medicine to control her seizures reduces her worries and she learns that she can lead a normal life (22 pages)

Grades 6 and up. Powerful documentary where youth speak up about name calling and bullying.

Elementary. This easy-to-read book allows parents, teachers, and students to demystify special education. (32 pages)

Grades K-3. These books help children develop positive attitudes, and replace misbehavior with something much more acceptable. (Each book is 32 pages.)

Let's Talk About Feeling Afraid.
Let's Talk About Being Good.
Let's Talk About Feeling Angry.
Let's Talk About Feeling Defeated
Let's Talk About Feeling Disappointed.
Let's Talk About Feeling Embarrassed.
Let's Talk About Feeling Frustrated.
Let's Talk About Feeling Inferior.
Let's Talk About Feeling Jealous
Let's Talk About Feeling Worried

Ages K-3. Sean’s nebulizer mask and his imagination aid in his recovery following an asthma attack (24 pages)

Ages 4-8. Introduces and explains what listening means, why it’s important and how to listen well. (34 pages)

Grades K-5. Describes Simmons' son's like and dislikes, feelings and achievements, and ways he prefers to be treated by the adults in his life. (71 pages)

Little Tree: A Story for Children with Serious Medical Problems. Joyce C. Mills, PhD (1992)
Grades Pre-K-3. One night, during a terrible storm, Little Tree's branches are hurt. Her friend Amanda the squirrel calls upon the Tree Wizards of the Forest to help, and they explain that they will have to remove Little Tree's branches in order to save her life. With Amanda's help, Little Tree learns to accept her new, changed self. (28 pages)

The Littlest Tall Fellow. Barry Rudner (1989)
Ages 5-8. A modern day fairy tale about effort, about the endeavor and about all of us (26 pages)

Ages 9 and up. Focuses on the intensity of emotions that brothers and sisters experience when they have a sibling with special needs, and the hard questions they ask. (139 pages)

Teenagers. Covers the symptoms of depression its diagnosis, causes, treatment (including medication), suicide and management strategies at home and at school. (225 pages)
Ages 2-8. Video modeling of opposites, familiar people, farm animal fun, karaoke, numbers, animal sounds, cutting, gluing, appropriate play, function of objects.

Loudmouth George and the 6th Grade Bully. Nancy Carlson (1983)
Grades Pre-K–3. After having his lunch repeatedly stolen by a bully twice his size, Loudmouth George and his friend Harriet teach him a lesson he'll never forget. (29 pages)

Preschool. The Tiny Talker Method helps children with communicative disabilities learn to use an augmentative and alternative communication (AAC) device in a more natural way. By pairing the device with a storybook, children are able to see the symbols in the story, touch the corresponding sound buttons on their Tiny Talker device, and hear the device's response.

Ages 4-8. You can be angry and still be good. This book tells children they do have choices and just as caring adults have choice about what to teach children about anger (29 pages)

Ages 3-10. Offers information about the physical and emotional effects of today’s stresses, trauma, and violence on children. (133 pages)

Making Friends is an Art. Julia Cook. (2012)
Grades K and up. Teaches kids of all ages how to practice the art of friendship and getting along with others. Included in the book are tips for parents and teachers on how to help children who feel left out and have trouble making friends. (32 pages)

Grades Pre-K - K. A boy’s wonderful mama takes him zooming everywhere with her, because her wheelchair is a zooming machine (30 pages)

Manners for the Real World: Basic Social Skills (DVD) (2008) (44 minutes)
Teens. Guide to the right manners and behaviors for common social situations, with straightforward instructions and clear demonstrations.

Grades 1-6. Temple steps away from the world of adults and talks directly to kids themselves, sharing her experiences living with and growing up with autism in kid-friendly language and colorfully illustrated stories and characters. 43 pages.

Grades 3-7. Provides information on learning disabilities and strategies for coping with the problem and leading a successful life (82 pages)

Mary Marony and the Snake. Suzy Kline (1992)
Grades 2-5. With the support of her mother and new classmates, Mary sees a speech therapist about her stuttering problem (64 pages)

Teens. Explains how to recognize warning signs, where to find help, and what treatments have proved effective.

Mental Health: An Animated Series (DVD) (30 minutes)
Grades 3 and up. Collection of short and fun animated videos directed towards helping youth understand mental illness and mental disorders.

Teens. First-person account, aimed at teens who have recently been diagnosed with bipolar disorder, informative in a compassionate, good-humored, yet authoritative manner.

**Mine! Hiawyn Oram (1992)**
Preschool. Claudia is a little girl who absolutely hates it when other kids play with her toys. One day, during walk in the park, Claudia yells at her friend when she wants to try out her tricycle. (21 pages)

**Mr. Worry: A Story About OCD. Holly L. Niner (2004)**
Ages 4-8. Story of Kevin, a young boy with Obsessive Compulsive Disorder. (32 pages)

Teens. Compelling memoir and a useful resource that will help to ease the pain of major depression.

**Moonboy. Carolyn Garcia (1999)**
Grade K - 5. The son of the man in the moon has no one to play with, so he does down to earth to make friends (28 pages)

**Moses Goes to a Concert. Isaac Millman (1998)**
Early elementary. Moses and his schoolmates, who are all hearing impaired, attend a concert where the orchestra’s percussionist is also deaf (37 pages)

Ages 12-18. Outlines a simple and proven plan to help teens understand and deal with their anxiety and panic. (196 pages)

Ages 5 & up. Illustrated picture book that helps parents to explain an autism diagnosis to their child in a sensitive, positive and accurate way. (47 pages)

Elementary. The purpose of this book is to help the child with bipolar disorder better understand his or her feelings, learn coping strategies, and feel less alone in this world. (24 pages)

Ages 3-5. Guide teaches kids that when it comes to their body, there are some parts that are for “no one else to see” and empowers them to tell a parent or teacher if someone touches them inappropriately. (32 pages)

Ages 3-8. Teaches young children the most important information about protecting themselves from the possibility of sexual abuse. (78 pages)

**My Body is Private. Linda Walvoord Girard. (1984)**
Ages 6-10. A mother-child conversation introduces the topic of sexual abuse and ways to keep one's body private (23 pages)

**My Book Full of Feelings: How to Control and React to the Size of Your Emotions. Amy V Jaffe & Luci Gardner.**
Elementary. An interactive workbook for parents, professionals and children to teach children how to identify, access the intensity of and respond appropriately to their emotions. (60 pages)

Ages 5 and up. A young boy learns to understand autism through learning to understand his older brother with autism. (30 pages)

Ages 6 and up. Actress and national autism spokesperson Holly Robinson Peete collaborates with her daughter on this book based on Holly’s 10-year-old son, who has autism. (40 pages)
Grades K-3. A story to share with young children learning to accept a classmate, friend, or sibling with special needs (20 pages)

My Brother Matthew. Mary Thompson (1992)
Grades 1-4. Though David knows frustration and resentment at times, he feels he understands his little brother even better than his parents; and together the two boys experience a great deal of joy. (25 pages)

My Brother’s a World Class Pain: A Siblings Guide to ADHD. Michael Gordon (1992)
Ages 9-12. While they frequently bear the brunt of their sibling with ADHD’s impulsiveness and distractibility, siblings usually are not afforded opportunities to understand the nature of the problem and to have their own feelings and thoughts addressed. This story shows brothers and sisters how they can play an important role in the family’s quest for change. (34 pages)

My Buddy. Audrey Ososky (1992)
Grades K-3. Buddy is the best dog a boy could have. He and his master are always together. They play ball, and go for walks, and take good care of each other. Nothing can separate them. They're a team (26 pages)

Ages 5-15. Teaches appropriate social behaviors, interactions, expectations and safety precautions with various peers and adults in their community.

Elementary. Workbook that helps kids explore their feelings and combat their negative self-talk that depletes their motivation and self-esteem. (122 pages)

Ages 7-10. Narrated through the eyes of a classmate, this story tells of Ben, a boy with traumatic brain injury who is included in a general education, third-grade class (49 pages)

My Friend Emily. Suzanne Swanson (1994)
Grades K-5. Emily has epilepsy and explains to her friend Kay what it means (34 pages)

Ages 4 and up. A book to help peers and siblings understand autism and Asperger’s Syndrome. (36 pages)

My Mouth is a Volcano. Julia Cook (2005)
Ages 4 and up. Louis always interrupts! But when others begin to interrupt Louis, he learns how to respectfully wait for his turn to talk. (32 pages)

All grades. Helps children understand all of the issues related to moving to a new school while empowering them to learn new skills, make a plan, and carry it out. (71 pages)

Ages 5-12. Teaches appropriate behavior, peer interaction and the rules and rituals, all within a familiar elementary school setting.

Grades K and up. This book is based on a true story of a boy that received a service dog to help with his Sensory Processing Disorder. (26 pages)

My Sister is Different. Betty Ren Wright (1992)
Elementary. Carlo struggles with his positive and negative feelings about his sister who has an intellectual disability (31 pages)
My Sister, Then and Now. Virginia L. Kroll (1992)
Grades 1-4. Story of Rachael, 10, has a 20-year-old sister with schizophrenia. (33 pages)

Ages 2-6. Taking the form of short narratives, the stories in this book take children step-by-step through basic activities, such as brushing your teeth, taking a bath and getting used to new clothes. Also helps children to understand different experiences such as going to school, shopping and visiting the doctor. (150 pages)

Teens. Covers such difficult topics as how to make sense of a diagnosis, the various psychotherapies available to those struggling with an eating disorder, psychiatric hospitalization, and how to talk about these illnesses to family and friends.

No Fair to Tigers. Eric Hoffman (1999)
Ages 4-8. This story about Mandy, a girl with a disability, and her stuffed tiger shows how they ask for fair treatment and solutions to the problems they encounter. Includes activity and teaching ideas (26 pages)

Teens. Students will learn what to look out for, whom to avoid, and how to protect themselves when they’re communicating online.

Grades K-3. Rodney Rabbit moves very slowly. His mother says that we will know many special things because of his slowness, but Rodney does not understand. He wants to be fast. One day all the rabbits decide to run in a race. Though he is slow, Rodney is the winner. The race helps Rodney to understand his mother’s words and he learns that sometimes being slow can have its advantages (22 pages)

Ages 4-8. Oliver the Onion doesn’t like himself. But when he decides to try on the "look" of a tempting-looking orange, he soon realizes that he cannot run away from who he is but should instead celebrate his uniqueness (27 pages)

Grades 5-9. Twelve-year-old Sarah has cerebral palsy, which prevents her from walking and talking as other kids do, but she wants the same things as others her age — good friends, a special boy friend. Communicating with the help of a symbol board on her wheelchair, she shares her view of the world with readers. (173 pages)

On Your Own: A College Readiness Guide for Teens with ADHD/LD. Patricia O Quinn & Theresa E Laurie Maitland (2011)
Teens. Strategies that will allow you to map out a plan and cultivate the skills (self-determination, daily living, academic) needed to succeed in college. (128 pages)

Ages 8 and up. Matt finds out that he has a Learning Disability but doesn't know what that means. He soon finds out that he is smart and with the right accomodations, advocacy and support he can realize his dreams. (28 pages)

The Other Kid: A Draw it Out Guidebook for Kids Dealing with a Special Needs Sibling. Lorraine Donlon (2011)
Grades K and up. Children's activity book written to help children talk about all the feelings and emotions that come from living in a household with a special needs sibling. (48 pages)

Our Friendship Rules. Peggy Moss & Dee Dee Tardif. (2011)
Ages 5 & Up. When Alexandra realizes what it feels like to lose her best friend, and sees the hurt she's caused, she knows she has to figure out a way to regain the relationship that's far more important to her than being invited to sit with the popular girls.
Ages 10 and up. Melody cannot walk or talk, but she has a photographic memory; she can remember every detail of everything she has ever experienced. She is smarter than most of the adults who try to diagnose her and smarter than her classmates in her integrated classroom—the very same classmates who dismiss her as mentally challenged, because she cannot tell them otherwise. But Melody refuses to be defined by cerebral palsy. And she’s determined to let everyone know it…somehow. (320 pages)

Ages 9-13. Teaches kids and the adults who care about them a specific set of skills that makes it easier to face - and overcome - worries and fears.

Ages 5 and up. Easy-to-read and fully illustrated storybook will inspire children who experience anxiety, and encourage them to banish their own Panicosauruses with help from Mabel's strategies. (54 pages)

Ages 4-8. Despite his excitement over walking with a new walker, three-year-old Patrick finds it isn't easy and becomes discouraged until his new friend, six-year-old Emma Lou who has spina bifida, helps him discover something important about himself (29 pages)

Grades K-3. Story of a young boy with autism whose special interest is incorporated into the curriculum to help him and the other children learn. (26 pages)

Grades K-3. Teachers, parents, and kids alike will enjoy this imaginative story of how rising peer pressure feels, as they learn the skills necessary to triumph over this difficult issue. (30 pages)

Teens speak out with other teens and share thoughts on self-management, communication, medication, abilities and success. (160 pages)

People. Peter Spier (1980)
Ages 4-8. Emphasizes the differences among the four billion people on earth. (48 pages)

Grades Pre-K and up. Children's book about a boy with sensory processing disorder. (48 pages)

Ages 5 and up. Story includes a Mountain, called Mount Naysayer, and a pilot who is attempting to fly over the mountain, but the altitude required to fly over the mountain is too much for the engines. But there is always a solution to a problem. (123 pages)

Ages 8 & up. Offers a fun, creative and friendly approach to learning proper etiquette. (127 pages)

Ages 2 and up. Combines a picture book and a pointer to create a breakthrough in reaching children who communicate best through pictures.

The Power of One. DVD
Elementary. Features three stories centering on a new kid at school and the lessons they bring to the other kids about fairness, kindness and respect. 24 minutes.

Grades K-4. Jealous of her sister's royal treatment as she sits in her wheelchair, Patty Jean tries out the conveyance and discovers life in a wheelchair is no fun at all (32 pages)

Grades K - 3. Both fun and education are cleverly weaved in this magical tale, teaching children to be comfortable in their own skin and to respect the differences of others. "From the Fairy ability tales series.”

Purple Hair, I Don’t Care. Dianne Young (1995)
Preschool. Even when the doctor tells her that it might have purple hair, yellow eyes, green skin, and blue wings, Della Ragon is sure she will love her baby. (32 pages)

Ages 8-13. All you need to know about attention deficit disorder, with or without hyperactivity: what is it and what to do about it. This resource for young people, their parents and professional’s covers “What’s going on in the brain?” “What are you feeling?” “Getting Support” “Getting Organized” “Making Friends” and “Understanding Medication”. (80 pages)

Quick, Quack, Quick! Marsha Arnold (1996)
Grades Pre-K -1. "Quick, Quack, quick!" his mama urges, but Quack is still the slowest duckling in the barnyard. Nothing can make him hurry. Then, one day, Cat comes a-hunting, and Quack's less than lickety-split ways help save the day (32 pages)

Ages 3-7. Interactive activates, based on evidence-based best practices teach how Quinn learns the "ropes" of social interactions at school. Includes poster and CD-ROM. (121 pages)

Ages 8 and up. Story about Carrie, a seventh-grader, diagnosed with Tourette Syndrome.

Rachael, Being Five. (DVD) (28 minutes)
Ages 4-8. Follows a year in the life of Rachael, who has cerebral palsy. Excellent viewing for young children, teachers and support groups focusing on special education, disability awareness.

Rachael in Middle School. (DVD) (28 minutes)
Ages 8 and up. An extraordinary opportunity to see Rachael six years later as she enters middle school. Still an amazingly charismatic young person, Rachael is beginning to have trouble keeping her work organized, or maybe she’s just like everyone else trying to keep her assignments straight.

Pre-K. With brilliantly colored marker illustrations demonstrates the timeless lesson of acceptance of others. (32 pages)

Reach for the Moon. Samantha Abeel (1999)
Ages 12 and up. Samantha Abeel is has a learning disability and is also gifted. She has a caring English teacher who recognizes her hidden talents intervened, offering Samantha an opportunity to interpret in words the hauntingly beautiful paintings of artist Charles R. Murphy. (32 pages)

Real Life Teens: Teens & Disabilities. (DVD) (2007) (18 minutes)
Grades 8-12. Teens learn the many different ways in which disabilities can manifest in people and how they should treat and react to other teens with disabilities.

Rebecca Finds a Way: How Kids Learn, Play and live with Spinal Cord Injuries and Illnesses. Connie Panzarino
Elementary. The story is about a young girl named Rebecca who suffered a spinal cord injury due to a motor vehicle crash. (56 pages)

Ages 5 and up. Accessible, fun way to talk about anger, with useful tips about how to 'tame the red beast' and guidance for parents on how anger affects children with Asperger's Syndrome. (48 pages)


Teens. Offers powerful tools based in dialectical behavior therapy (DBT) to help you regulate your emotions so you can build better relationships with your parents, friends, and peers.


Teen. Helps teen girls get respect and hold on to it no matter what—at home, at school, with their friends, and in the world.

**Respect and Take Care of Things. Cheri Meiners (2004)**

Ages 4-8. Encourages children to put things back where they belong and ask permission to use things that don’t belong to them. (35 pages)


Ages 4 and up. In the story, young Jimmy's mom explains the difference between touches that are positive and touches that are secret, deceptive or forced. She tells him how to resist inappropriate touching, affirming that abuse is not the child’s fault. (30 pages)


Grades K-3. Explains how having cerebral palsy affects Taylor, and how getting a wheelchair makes a big difference in helping him get around, do things by himself, and even play basketball with his twin Tyler (29 pages)


Grade 4-7. Twelve-year-old Catherine has conflicting feelings about her younger brother, David, who has autism. While she loves him, she is also embarrassed by his behavior and feels neglected by their parents. In an effort to keep life on an even keel, Catherine creates rules for him (It's okay to hug Mom but not the clerk at the video store). (200 pages)


Ages 4-8. Russ, a student with Down syndrome, is having a perfect day until he realizes that the five-dollar bill he has found probably belongs to a classmate (25 pages)


Ages 5 and up. Step into Russell's world for an inside look at a real-life family as they share the surprises and challenges that can come with autism. (40 pages)

**The Safe Side - Stranger Safety: Hot Tips To Keep Cool Kids Safe With People They Don't Know And Kinda Know (DVD) (2005) (36 minutes)**

Ages 4 & Up. The Safe Side's "Safe Side Super-Chick" is a decidedly zany host who successfully combines slapstick humor with serious, practical safety tips for kids.

**Sam's Top Secret Journal: Book 1 - We Spy. Dr. Sean Adelman. (2012)**

Middle Grades. Join Sam, a girl with down syndrome, as she embarks on her first big adventure in this mystery full of fun, suspense and just the right amount of spying. (144 pages)


Ages 8-18. Teaches social awareness, peer interaction, language interpretation and the unwritten rules of the upper grades by portraying current, real-life social situations.

**Vol 1 - Structured Activities**
Classroom, group work, PE class & locker room, personal hygiene, hallway.

Vol 2 - Unstructured Activities
Lockers, time management, social awareness, cafeteria, hanging out with friends.

Ages 8 and up. Discusses how children with "learning differences" can get along better in school (176 pages)

See You Later, Procrastinator: Get It Done. Pamela Espeland & Elizabeth Verdick (2008)

Ages 4-8. A second-grader describes how she and other students learn to use a variety of equipment and methods to cope with their visual impairments (29 pages)

Teenagers and Parents. Filled with strategies, and resources to promote self-advocacy. (215 pages)

Ages 8 and up. We wrote "Sensory Smarts" to help people dealing with a broad range of Sensory Integration Problems. (80 pages)

Pre-Teens. Upbeat, humorous, and hands-on, each chapter is stuffed with comics, cartoons, diagrams, quizzes, trivia, and question-answer sections.

The 7 Habits of Happy Kids. Sean Covey. (2008)
Ages 4-8. Inspiring picture book for helping parents teach their kids good values. (93 pages)

Ages 4-8. Explains what sharing means and provides examples of different ways that two people can share what they both want, such as taking turns, dividing things, or playing together (35 pages)

Ages 3-8. Story of a bright young turtle who is not like all other turtles — he moves like a rocket and is unable to sit still even for the shortest periods of time. Because he and other turtles are unable to understand why he is so wiggly, he begins to feel naughty and out of place. After a visit to a doctor, he learns what “hyperactive” means and with love, support and understanding, he fits right in. (19 pages)

A Show of Hands: Say It In Sign Language. Mary Beth Sullivan (1980)
Ages 8-12. Introduction to sign language with more than 150 signs presented with funny, eye-catching pictures. (96 pages)

Ages 5 and up. Kids book about feelings with a note to parents showing ways to help kids understand what they feel. (64 pages)

Ages 11 and up. A book about what came out of a gathering of a group of 80 teenagers, from all over the United States and abroad, to talk about what it’s like to have a brother or sister with special needs. (152 pages)
Ages 8-13. Full-color illustrations and humorous, kid-friendly text teach kids how to cope with problems of fairness, jealousy, conflict, tattling, privacy, and other things that can make having siblings so difficult.

Signing Time! (DVDs) (30 minutes each)
Ages 0-8. Play, sing and sign along while learning American Sign Language.
Vol 2 - Playtime Signs
Vol 3 - Everyday Signs
Vol 4 - Family, Feelings & Fun
Vol 5 - ABC Signs
Vol 6 - My Favorite Things
Vol 7 - Leah's Farm
Vol 8 - The Great Outdoors
Vol 9 - The Zoo Train
Vol 10 - My Day
Vol 12 - Time to Eat

Signing Time! Series 2 (DVDs) (30 minutes each)
Ages 1-8. Play, sing and sign along while learning American Sign Language.
Vol 1 - Nice to Meet You
Vol 2 - Happy Birthday to You
Vol 3 - Move and Groove
Vol 4 - My Favorite Season
Vol 5 - Going Outside
Vol 6 - Days of the Week
Vol 7 - My Favorite Sport
Vol 8 - My House
Vol 10 - Helping Out Around the House
Vol 11 - Once Upon a Time
Vol 12 - Box of Crayons
Vol 13 - Who Has the Frog

Signing Time! Songs (cd)
Songs from volumes 1-3.

Ages 3 and up. Presents the American Sign Language hand shapes for nouns, verbs, adjectives, pronouns, numbers, and letters (117 pages)

So That’s How I Was Born! Dr. Robert Brooks (2003)
Pre-K. When Joey’s friend Lisa tells him how babies are born, he asks his mother and father to tell him how he was really born (35 pages)

Social Fortune or Social Fate: A Social Thinking Graphic Novel Map for Social Quest Seekers. Pamela Crooke & Michelle Garcia Winner. (2011)
Ages 12-17. The core of the book consists of 10 social scenarios, each one scenario is played out through the lens of Social Fortune or Social Fate by demonstrating visually how a situation can change quickly based on how someone reacts within it. Every scenario begins with a mini-story told through a four pictured comic strip which then leads the protagonist to a decision making point. If the decision made leads to others feeling good and ultimately the character feeling good about him or herself, this will be represented as “social fortune.” However, if the protagonist makes a decision that traps him/her and peers/adults in an uncomfortable or frustrating situation, this leads to “social fate.” (82 pages)

Teens. This illustrated teen’s guide to surviving social media will offer handy tips on what platforms are out there, outline how and why social media can affect your mental health, and give you tips on how to keep yourself safe online.
Ages 7-14. Gives easy-to-follow social rules accompanied by why and how we follow them. (131 pages)
Ages 7-12. 25 comics are designed to show children the expected and unexpected ways to behave in a variety of typical schools social situations. (106 pages)

Social Thinking Worksheets for Tweens and Teens: Learning to Read in Between the Social Lines. Michelle Garcia Winner (2011)
Ages 10-14. Worksheets to help students explore concepts such as learning about other's perspectives, problem solving, emotion regulation, coping with your inner boss and more. (189 pages)

Socially Curious and Curiously Social. Michelle Garcia Winner & Pamela Crooke (2009)
Teens. This anime-illustrated guidebook is written for teens and young adults to learn how the social mind is expected to work in order to effectively relate to others at school, at work, in the community and even at home. (209 pages)

Some Kids Just Can't Sit Still! Sam Goldstein (2009)
Ages 7-9. Explains why children with attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) react differently to simple situations in their daily lives. (32 pages)

Young readers. A moving story about what it feels like to be teased empowers children with intellectual disabilities and sensitizes everyone to the need to celebrate people's differences. (16 pages)

Something to Crow About. Megan Halsey Lane (1990)
Young readers. Two chicks that look just the same find out how different they are when one begins to lay eggs and the other starts to crow (19 pages)

Sometimes I Like to Fight, But I Don't Do It Much Anymore: A Self-Esteem Book for Children with Difficulty Controlling Their Anger. Lawrence Shapiro, PhD (1995)
Ages 4-10. Tells the story of Douglas, whose aggressive play and rough-housing turns into a more serious problem in controlling his anger. (64 pages)

Sometimes I Worry Too Much, But Know I Know How to Stop. Dawn Huebner, PhD (2003)
Ages 5-10. This is the story of Anna, a child whose worries get the best of her. As her worries grow, Anna wants to stick close to home. She develops stomachaches, asks endless questions of her parents, and no longer wants to play with friends. Anna is frustrated when adults tell her to just stop worrying, a task that seems impossible to her. Anna meets a psychologist who teaches her cognitive-behavioral techniques to use when worries arise. These techniques are presented in enough detail to allow children reading the book to learn, as Anna learns, how to control worries. (59 pages)

Songs in Sign (1995)
Presents six kids songs in Signed English.

Ages 8 and up. Intended as a support tool in the initial period after diagnosis, this book is varied and engaging, and addresses questions or concerns that the child might have, such as 'What are the characteristics of AS?', 'Why did it happen to me?', and 'What happens now?'. (32 pages)

Special People, Special Ways. Arlene Maguire (2000)
Grades K-2. Shares the message that even though being different is painful at times, it can also be glorious.

Teenagers. Offers practical, no-nonsense advice on managing your daily and long-term healthcare, tips on sex and relationships, and smart strategies for success at school and on the job, now and down the road for a person with Spina Bifida. (138 pages)

Ages 3-7. This book teaches young children the value of noticing how other people feel.
Stars of Inclusion: Beginning with Bong (DVD) (54 minutes)
Grades 3 and up. Enter the world of six kids and forget the medical labels of cerebral palsy, spina bifida, arthrogryposis, spinal cord injury and muscular dystrophy. Ages 8-14, each one has a different story to tell about their life and education in the mainstream.

Staying Back: Another Year in the Same Grade. Janice Hale Hobby (1990)
Grades 1-6. Presents true stories of seven elementary school children who shared the difficult experience of repeating a grade and were helped to become successful students with a constructive approach to their problem (93 pages)

Grades 3-7. A self-help guide to positive thinking, high self-esteem, and responsible personal power. (116 pages)

Stop Bullying: Take a Stand. DVD. (2005)
Teens. Provides advice to victims, parents and bystanders. From the PBS series, In The Mix.

The Storm in my Brain: Kids and Mood Disorders (Bipolar Disorder & Depression). (2003)
School Age. Publication to help kids understand Bipolar Disorder and Depression.

Straight Talk About Anger. (DVD) (15 minutes)
Grades 6-8. Young teens find ideas that resonate with their own lives and learn techniques to developing a healthy approach to controlling anger.

Straight Talk About Peer Pressure. (DVD) (14 minutes)
Grades 6-8. Helps middle school students learn how to navigate through peer situations which conflict with feelings and values.

Straight Talk About Self-Confidence. (DVD) (15 minutes)
Grades 6-8. Identifying seven basic concepts, the members of the group detail their personal experiences with a keener understanding of self-confidence.

Ages 8-13. Uses silly jokes and light-hearted cartoons along with serious advice to help readers recognize the causes of stress and its effects and learn how to handle worry, anxiety, and stress (96 pages)

Study Skills for People Who Hate to Study. Human Relations Media. (18 minutes) (DVD)
Grades 7-12. Designed to help students get organized, this program helps set goals and priorities, and allows students to stay in charge of their schoolwork.

Stuff You Need to Know: A Guide for Young Adults with Autism. Patricia Weaver (2018)
Teens. Guide to help kids and young adults with autism learn the most basic skills to achieve independence.

SUPERFLEX…A Superhero Social Thinking Curriculum. Stephanie Madrigal & Michelle Garcia Winner. (2008)
Through this comic book and curriculum, students are encourage to think about thinking and what they can to self-regulate some of their own wayward thoughts and behaviors. (Book and comic book)

Superflex takes on Glassman and the Team of Unthinkables. Stephanie Madrigal & Michelle Garcia Winner. (2009)
Grades K-5. Comic book in the Superflex series, the superhero, Superflex, swoops down to help Aiden overcome the Unthinkable, Glassman (who causes our over-reactions to small things), at just the right time: the first day of school!

Super Silly Sayings that are Over Your Head: A Children’s Illustrated Book of Idioms. Catherine Snodgrass (2004)
Grades 1-4. Tool for visual learners that depicts both the literal and actual meanings of commonly used idioms in an ingenious manner that is sure to capture the attention and interest of children and adults alike. (28 pages)

Ages 9-12. In kid-friendly language and a format that welcomes reluctant and easily distracted readers helps kids know they're not alone and offers practical strategies for taking care of oneself, modifying behavior, enjoying school, having fun, and dealing (when needed) with doctors, counselors, and medication. (110 pages)

Ages 8 and up. This positive, straightforward book offers kids with autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) their own comprehensive resource for both understanding their condition and finding tools to cope with the challenges they face every day. (234 pages)

Grade 5 and up. A book intended for use by young people with Learning Disabilities. (96 pages)

Ages 8-13. Practical advice covers everything from breaking the ice to developing friendships to overcoming problems.

Take Care of Your Skin, Hair and Nails! Marsh Media (DVD)
Grades K-3. The unpredictable Annie blows into Annie's Place straight from her tropical vacation, but as she soon makes clear to the Funsters, there is no vacation from taking care of our skin, hair, and nails. Approx 16 minutes.

Ages 10 and up. Provides tips on understanding the disorders, living with the symptoms, succeeding in school, completing homework, talking to others about strengths and needs, making friends and socializing, and using technology to connect with other kids with these disorders.

Ages 4-10. Teaches children how to deal with stress with fun activities, funny illustrations and checklists (83 pages)

Elementary. This book allows classmates to view children with asthma as normal kids who just happen to have asthma, through no fault of their own. (18 pages)

Taking Cerebral Palsy to School. Mary Anderson (2000)
Elementary. This book allows classmates to get a better understanding of cerebral palsy through the narrative of a young boy (23 pages)

Teens. Discusses such topics as independence, self-esteem, relationships, and sexuality from the perspective of teenagers with various physical disabilities (164 pages)


Elementary. Jessie explains to her classmates that even though she has cystic fibrosis, she can still attend school. (24 pages)


Elementary. Emily lives with childhood depression. With therapy and medication, she learns how to manage her sometimes overwhelming feelings. (22 pages)


Elementary. Nick has Down Syndrome and his story helps readers understand what Down Syndrome is and how it affects him. (22 pages)

**Taking Food Allergies to School. Ellen Weiner (1999)**

Elementary. Jeffery and his mom deal with food allergies at school. Topics include sharing lunches, special parties, and events and appropriate snacks (20 pages)


Elementary. Jacob's life is filled with friends, school, family, sports, and pets - and he has a profound hearing loss. Through his story, readers learn about sign language, interpreters, hearing aids, and speech therapy for kids with hearing impairments.

**Taking Seizure Disorders to School: A Story About Epilepsy. Kim Gosselin (1996)**

Elementary. This story dispels the myths and fears surrounding epilepsy in a positive, upbeat, and entertaining style while explaining seizures. (23 pages)

**Taking Speech Disorders to School. John Bryant (2004)**

Elementary. Most kids know someone with a speech disorder. Michael's story helps them understand the cause and effects of his disorder and how speech therapy helps him communicate more clearly (22 pages)

**Taking Tourette Syndrome to School. Tia Krueger (2001)**

Elementary. Megan has Tourette syndrome. Her story will help other children understand that her tics are not something she can control, but rather, a part of her life (22 pages)


Elementary. Lisa’s story helps kids understand how children with visual impairments, including blindness, adapt and manage their surroundings. (32 pages)

**Taking Weight Problems to School. Michelle Dean (2005)**

Elementary. This book follows the journey of Tina, a likeable young girl with a weight problem. (30 pages)

**Teamwork Isn't My Thing, and I Don't Like to Share. Julia Cook. (2012)**

Grades K - 6. With the help of his coach, RJ learns that working as a team and sharing are skills needed not just on the soccer field, but in school and at home too! (32 pages)


Ages 4-8. A family story book that centers around an old and somewhat wise woman, Grandy. Grandy has just suffered a big loss in her life and so she is headed to the kitchen to make a special batch of Tear Soup. There she chooses the size pot that is right for her loss, and she puts on her apron because she knows it's going to be messy. (45 pages)


Grades 8-12. Greene encourages readers to think about what they are interested in and choose an opportunity to learn about it outside the classroom. (260 pages)
Preschool. Teeth can help you chew. But teeth are not for biting. Ouch! Biting hurts.” Sooner or later, almost all young children will bite someone a friend, a parent, a sibling. (21 pages)

Test Success: Test – Taking and Study Strategies for All Students, Including Those with ADD and LD. Blythe Grossberg (2009)
Ages 12 and up. Provides multiple strategies for each type of test students must take so that the readers can choose those that they think will be most effective and best suited to their individual learning styles. (125 pages)

Thank You, Mr. Falker. Patricia Polacco (1998)
Ages 4-8. Little Trisha is overjoyed at the thought of starting school and learning how to read. But when she looks at a book, all the letters and numbers just get jumbled up. Her classmates make matters worse by calling her dummy. Only Mr. Falker, a stylish, fun-loving new teacher, recognizes Trisha’s incredible artistic ability--and her problem, and takes the time to lead her finally and happily to the magic of reading (35 pages)

Thanks for the Feedback: My Story about Accepting Criticism and Compliments the Right Way. Julia Cook (2013)
Grades K-3. Parents and teachers will love taking kids on RJ’s journey as he discovers feedback’s many forms, and learns to accept and grow from criticism and compliments at home, school and with friends. (30 pages)

Teens. Shows you how to tap into your self-esteem so you can be yourself in every situation, no matter how awkward you feel or scary that may sound.

This Is Asperger Syndrome. Elisa Gagnon & Brenda Smith Myles (1999)
Ages 6-12. Through brief vignettes such as this, accompanied by black and white cartoon-like drawings, introduces siblings, peers and other children to the everyday challenges faced by children with Asperger Syndrome at home or at school. (20 pages)

Elementary. This picture book gives teachers, parents and students a better understanding of all the seven senses, how they are each affected at school and what kinds of accommodations are necessary to help children with SPD become learning sensations. (28 pages)

Teens. Explains how to recognize warning signs, where to find help, and what treatments have proved effective.

Thumbs Up, Rico! Marie Testa (1994)
Ages 4-8. In three separate stories, a boy with Down syndrome makes a new friend, helps his sister with a difficult decision, and finally draws a picture he likes (37 pages)

Preschool. A great tool for learning one of the most basic social skills, this colorful picture book is quite effective in teaching social skills to children with autism, Asperger's Syndrome, and other pervasive developmental disorders. Readers follow Tobin, a train, as he learns to make friends and engage in proper social activities Preschool. (31 pages)

Elementary. This children's safety booklet will educate children and make their lives safer while entertaining them (24 pages)

Too Smart for Bullies. Robert Kahn & Sharon Chandler (2001)
Elementary. This children's safety booklet will educate children and make their lives safer while entertaining them with art and clever wording. (18 pages)

Train Your Dragon to Accept NO. Steve Herman. (2018)
Elementary. Fun, cute and entertaining with beautiful illustrations, this playful book will teach kids how to handle Disagreement, Emotions and Anger Management.

**Trainman- Gaining Acceptance and Friends through special interests. Stefan & Barbara Kavan (2011)**
Elementary. Provides readers with a glimpse inside the mind of a young boy with ASD as he tells his story of special interests, explaining autism to his class, and making friends. (41 pages)

**Trick or Treat or Trouble. Barbara Aiello (1989)**
Ages 8-12. Fifth-grader Brian, who has epilepsy, finds that his misconceptions about a funeral home are cleared up on Halloween night. (56 pages)

Ages 8-12. One family’s real-life experiences with learning disabilities. The story is told in dual narration with Allison and her mother each telling the story from their perspectives (28 pages)

**Trout and Me. Susan Shreve (2004)**
Grades 4-7. Story of friends, both with ADHD. (136 pages)

**True or False? Tests Stink! Trevor Romain & Elizabeth Verdick (1999)**
Ages 8-13. Tests are hard. Tests are scary. In fact, tests stink! But no matter how kids (and parents, and teachers) feel about tests, they’re part of life. (80 pages)

**Try and Stick With. Cheri Meiners (2004)**
Ages 4-8. Introduces children to flexibility, stick-to-it-iveness (perseverance), and the benefits of trying something new (35 pages)

**Turbo Max: A Story for Siblings of Children with Bipolar Disorder. Tracy Anglada (2002)**
Ages 8-12. Written for siblings of children with bipolar disorder. A boy’s summer diary describes his journey from confusion to understanding, from embarrassment to advocacy, from anger and guilt to acceptance of his sister’s illness. (32 pages)

**Understand and Care. Cheri Meiners (2003)**
Ages 4-8. Helps children to understand that other people have feelings like theirs and different from theirs. It guides children to show they care by listening to others and respecting their feelings. (35 pages)

Ages 9 and up. Uses cool psychology and info on emotions, real-life stories from kids, interesting facts, and feelings quizzes to help you notice what your emotions and feelings are telling you about yourself, your friends, and your family. (112 pages)

Ages 5 and up. The book includes 10 helpful tips geared toward children, showing them how to respect and accept differences as well as to interact with a classmate or friend with Asperger Syndrome.

School Age. Written by a teenager who suffered from Selective Mutism. This unique book is directed to children with Selective Mutism as well as for parents, professionals and teachers to help them understand a child's unspoken words when unable to speak and express themselves. (71 pages)

Ages 4 and up. Helps parents explain OCD to the children clearly and simply through the eyes of a child. 35 pages.

**The Very Angry Day That Amy Didn’t Have. Lawrence Shapiro, PhD (1994)**
Grades Pre-K -5. Margaret and Amy are two girls in the same class who are coincidentally both having a very difficult day. While Amy finds ways to solve the various problems she encounters, Margaret always makes things worse by her reactions. (30 pages)

Ages 4-8. The new student in Little Critter’s class uses a wheelchair, and he is worried. Will his classmate be very different? Will the class know how to act around him? It’s an honest, realistic look at ways kids deal successfully with the unknown. (23 pages)

Ages 9-12. Siblings ranging from 4-18, share their experiences as the brother or sister of someone with a disability—the good and bad aspects, as well as many thoughtful observations (113 pages)

Ages 6-13. Presents a clear and effective approach to helping children and adults alike understand and deal constructively with children's anger. (79 pages)

**A Walk in the Rain with a Brain. Edward Hallowell, MD (2004)**
Ages 4-8. Lucy meets a brain that helps her realize that everyone is smart in different ways. (30 pages)

**The Way I am is Different: A Children's Book About a Boy with Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder. Helen Simpson.**
A boy describes his anxiety, fears, and discusses his struggles from an honest view point of what it is like to live with FASD in Elementary school. This book helps children understand their "different" is perfectly okay, and they are not alone.

**We Can Do It! Laura Dwight (1992)**
Grades K-2. Depicts children with spina bifida, Down syndrome, cerebral palsy, or blindness with the help of family and friends (30 pages)

School Aged. Assists children on the autism spectrum, and any child for that matter, in examining their black-and-white thinking in order to begin to think more flexibly rainbow thinking. Using repeated rhymes and illustrations, the child begins to recognize that the more flexible his or her thinking is, the better he or she is able to cope with the challenges that life presents, ultimately leading to fewer tantrums and meltdowns.

**We’ll Paint the Octopus Red. Stephanie Stuve-Bodeen (1998)**
Grades Pre-K-2. Emma and her father discuss what they will do when the new baby arrives, but they adjust their expectations when he is born with Down Syndrome. (25 pages)

**We're Different, We're the Same. Bobbi Kates (1992)**
Grades Pre-K -1. Characters from Sesame Street teach young children about racial harmony. (32 pages)

Ages 4-8. Wemberly worried morning, noon, and night. She about one thing most of all: her first day of school. But when she meets a fellow worrywart in her class, Wemberly realizes that school is too much fun to waste time worrying!

Ages 4-8. Laura experiences conflicting emotions when her brother becomes seriously ill. Includes suggestions for parents to help their well children cope with a chronically ill sibling (29 pages)

**What Do You Mean I Have Attention Deficit Disorder? Kathleen M. Dwyer (1996)**
Grades K-8. Sensitive book successfully shows the scope of ADD and explains many of the behavioral and educational problems and strategies. (40 pages)

**What Do You Mean I Have a Learning Disability? Kathleen Marie Dwyer (1991)**
Grades 1-4. About a 10-year-old with a learning disability. (36 pages)

Ages 9-12. This book invites teens to explore and practice honesty, kindness, empathy, integrity, tolerance, patience, respect, and more. (276 pages)

Grades Pre-K and up. Encourages kids (and the adults who care about them) to look at issues from more than one perspective and to clarify their thinking about choosing hairstyles, abusing drugs, sparing feelings, and much more. (184 pages)

Grades Pre-K and up. Associates emotions with real-life situations and corresponding colors to make them easier for children to understand and express. (46 pages)

**What Is a Feeling? David Krueger, MD (1993)**
Grades Pre-K - 3. Uses familiar situations to help children put words to their wide range of feelings whether they be guilt, or pride, or excitement. (27 pages)

**What it is to be Me! An Asperger Kid Book. Angela Wine. (2005)**
Ages 4 and up. Using simple words this book shares what's cool and what's hard about having Asperger's Syndrome. (18 pages)

**What On Earth Do You Do When Someone Dies? Trevor Romain (1999)**
Ages 9-12. Describes the overwhelming emotions involved in dealing with the death of a loved one and discusses how to cope with such a situation (71 pages)

Ages 3 and up. Written in a "Choose Your Own Story" style, the book follows Danny, a Superhero-in-Training, through his day as he encounters choices that kids face on a daily basis.

**What to Do When Good Enough Isn’t Good Enough: The Real Deal on Perfectionism. Thomas S. Greenspon, PhD**
Ages 9 and up. A Guide for Kids to learn how to overcome Perfectionism by using ideas in the book. (144 pages)

Ages 6 and up. Guides children and their parents through the cognitive-behavioral techniques used to treat problems with sleep. (96 pages)

Ages 6 and up. Guides children and their parents through the cognitive-behavioral techniques used to treat negative thinking. (88 pages)

Ages 9 and up. A Kid’s Guide to Overcoming Anxiety. Uses cognitive-behavioral techniques to treat anxiety. (80 pages)

Ages 8 and up. Guides children and their parents through the cognitive-behavioral techniques used to treat problems with anger. (96 pages)

Ages 8 and up. Guides children and parents through the cognitive behavioral techniques used to treat OCD. (95 pages)

Ages 9-12. Helps kids and their parents discuss and decide in advance how they would handle sticky and tricky situations. (184 pages)


Teens. Outlines the various psychotherapies available for those with SAD and explains how to seek professional help, how to talk to family and friends about the illness, and how to handle difficult social situations.

**Whatsa Hygiene? Marsh Media. DVD**

Grades 4-6. When members of the band are confronted with a health assignment, they don’t know where to begin. “Whatsa hygiene?” asks puzzled Milt, bass guitarist for the group. The band members decide to answer this question with a song, and in the course of this entertaining video they compose words and music that will inspire young viewers to stay clean and healthy. Approx 18 minutes.

**Watch Me Learn. (DVD series)**

Uses video modeling to help children learn social skills, functional skills and language skills.

**Vol 1 - A New Beginning**

Blocks, games, object identification, greetings

**Vol 2 - Let's Play!**

Hide & seek, tag, drawing, simon says, washing hands, story time, singing, parade

**Vol 3 - School Days**

Circle time, gym, art, math, recess, bus time, lunch, packing

**Vol 4 - Friends**

Mother may I, catch, baking, snack time, charades, basketball, painting

**Vol 5 - Riding, Hiding, Food and Fun!**

Why questions, sounds around us, bike riding, eating different foods, hiding toys, what goes together


Ages 4-8. Present answers to tough questions. An introduction to sex along with the ways girls and boys differ...and are the same. (32 pages)


Grades 5-10. Facts about puberty, sex, and sexually transmitted diseases, and also what happens to girls during puberty are presented clearly and completely, along with answers to an assortment of related questions. (150 pages)

**What's Wrong With Timmy? Maria Shriver (2001)**

Ages 4-8. Making friends with a boy with intellectual disabilities helps Kate learn that the two of them have a lot in common (40 pages)


Ages 5 and up. In this quirky story, the carrots welcome everyone, even bunnies, and accept them for being exactly who they want to be!

**When Emily Woke Up Angry. Riana Duncan (1989)**

Ages 4-8. When Emily wakes up angry one morning, she figures out a way to feel better (31 pages)

**When I Feel Afraid. Cheri Meiners (2003)**

Ages 4-8. Children today have many fears, both real and imagined. Encouraging words and supportive illustrations guide children to face their fears and know where to turn for help. Little ones also learn simple ways to help themselves (35 pages)

Grades K-5. Jimmy, who is hearing impaired, attends career day where he meets adults with hearing impairment and who have varied and interesting careers. (32 pages)

When I Grow Up, I Am Going to Work. Pacer Center (2002) Elementary. For children with disabilities and their families and everyone who knows him to make sure to have high expectations and a vision for the future for him. (44 pages)


When I'm Afraid. Dr. Barbara Gardiner (1998) Pre-K to K. Explains fear as a normal part of life and discusses how to deal with it. (32 pages)

When My Worries Get Too Big! A Relaxation Book for Children with Autism Spectrum Disorders. Kari Dunn Buron (2004) Ages 4-8. Gives young children an opportunity to explore with parents or teachers their own feelings as they react to events in their daily lives while learning some useful relaxation techniques. (34 pages)


When Sophie Gets Angry, Really Really Angry. Molly Bang (1999) Ages 4-8. A young girl is upset and doesn't know how to manage her anger but takes the time to cool off and regain her composure (34 pages)


Whoever You Are. Mem Fox (1997) Ages 3 and up. Every day all over the world, children are laughing and crying, playing and learning, eating and sleeping. They may not look the same. They may not speak the same language. And their lives may be quite different. (32 pages)

Whole Body Listening Larry at Home. Kristen Wilson & Elizabeth Sautter (2011) Elementary. Teaches children how to listen with their whole body and why it is important to do so. (35 pages)


Why Am I Different? Norm Simon (1993) Ages 4-8. This book portrays everyday situations in which children see themselves as 'different' in family life, preferences, and aptitudes, and yet, feel that being different is all right (31 pages)

Why Do I Have To? A Book for Children Who Find Themselves Frustrated by Everyday Rules. Laurie Leventhal-Belfer (2008) Elementary. Looks at a set of everyday situations that provide challenges for children at home, with their friends, and at school. (53 pages)


Why Does That Man Have Such a Big Nose? Mary Beth Quinsey (1986).
Grades PreK – K. Famous book about differences among people and the questions children ask about them. (32 pages)

Ages 9-12. This is a workbook for bullies and victims ages eight to fourteen. With sample dialogue and exercises, it teaches children to respect themselves and introduces them to a variety of threatening situations and how to resolve them nonviolently. (144 pages)

Teens. Book developed for teenagers and young adults to help them cope with a wide variety of social situations common to their age group. (67 pages)

Why Johnny Doesn’t Flap: NT is OK. Clay Morton & Gail Morton. (2016)
Grades K-3. Turns the tables on common depictions of neurological difference by drolly revealing how people who are not on the autistic spectrum are perceived by those who are. (32 pages)

Pre-K- K. Growing up with a physical disability. (29 pages)

Grades Pre-K – 2. Wicker doesn’t like his ears. He tells his friends of his desire to have ears like theirs. With some thinking and his friends’ encouragement, Wicker decides he likes himself just as he is. (22 pages)

Will I Ever Be Older? Eva H Grant (1991)
Ages 6-11. A younger brother comes to recognize that though he often resents his older brother, his brother has sibling difficulties too (31 pages)

Grades 2-5. This fun and humorous book addresses the problem of anxiety in a way that relates to children of all ages. It offers creative strategies for parents and teachers to use that can lessen the severity of anxiety. (32 pages)

With the Wind. Liz Damrell (1991)
Grades Pre-K - 3. Written as a poem, a young boy with a physical disability reflects on his sense of freedom while horseback riding (27 pages)

Ages 8 and up. August Pullman was born with a facial deformity that, up until now, has prevented him from going to a mainstream school. Starting 5th grade at Beecher Prep, he wants nothing more than to be treated as an ordinary kid—but his new classmates can’t get past Auggie’s extraordinary face.

Ages 4-7. This book teaches children to think before they speak, then choose what to say and how to say it. They learn that there is a connection between hurtful words and feelings of anger, sadness, and regret. (32 pages)

Yes, I Can! Challenging Cerebral Palsy. Doris Sanford (1992)
Grades 1-4. “I’m Stacy and I have cerebral palsy. I don’t talk or look like you – but I am like you. I like to laugh and dance and stay up late at night with my friends. It hurts me when people treat me differently because they don’t understand – but do you know what? I don’t let other people keep me from having dreams” (32 pages)

Intended for students with learning problems, this booklet is designed to help the student deal with his/her learning disability. (33 pages)

You Are a Social Detective: Explaining Social Thinking to Kids. Michelle Garcia Winner & Pamela Crooke. (2008)
Elementary. Comic book that introduces the social thinking curriculum. Works through expected vs. unexpected behavior and other social concepts. (64 pages)
You Are Special. Max Lucado. (1997)
Ages 4 and up. The story of Punchinello, the wooden Wemmick who believes that he isn't good enough because of what others say about him.

Ages 6-10. Practical guide that teaches children universal values in a witty manner (28 pages)

You're Not a Little Kid Anymore: Personal Hygiene. (DVD) (18 minutes)
Grades 3-5. Topics explored include bathing, hand washing, care of teeth, hair and nails and the importance of clothes that are clean and neat.